Real-time support at a mutually
convenient time and place

Remote Fitting
at a glance

An easy way to keep in touch
Introduce Bernafon Remote Fitting to your daily practice and
provide online support for your clients at a mutually convenient
time and place. You can make hearing instrument adjustments,
provide fine tuning and counseling support and receive
immediate feedback in real time, just as if your client was in
your clinic

Provide an even better service
to your clients

Remote Fitting is an excellent solution
for clients that have difficulty finding time
for an office appointment. It‘s efficient
for those who are working to set up a
remote session during a break or during
their lunch time and have their hearing
aids adjusted within minutes, without the
extra travel time needed. Also, those that
simply can‘t travel or don’t want to travel
can receive fine-tuning without having to
leave home.

Adding efficiency
Adding convenience
Fine-tuning your clients’ hearing
instruments can be particularly relevant
when done while they are in their own
natural environment. Clients may feel
more at ease and could prepare for the
appointment with situations that are
challenging for them. For example, they
could have their grandchildren over to the
house for their Remote Fitting session.
This would allow them to immediately
speak with the children and see the
impact that the fine-tuning has made on
their ability to converse with their most
important speech partners.

Adding flexibility
Nowadays, everyone is becoming used to modern technology including the use of smartphones and
tablets. With the Bernafon EasyControl Connect app, that convenience can now extend to your own clinic.
Because hearing instrument fine-tuning and counseling can be carried out remotely, your clients could be
more likely to request this valuable support.

How to get started with Bernafon Remote Fitting
Contact your
local Bernafon
representative

Register and create
Remote Fitting
account(s)
Hearing care professional

Hearing care professional

Evaluate Remote
Fitting suitability

Install Oasisnxt
2020.2 or later
Client &
hearing care professional

Hearing care professional

Download
EasyControl Connect
app and create
account

Pair hearing
instruments with
smartphone or tablet
Client

Client

Ready for Bernafon Remote Fitting session
Attend Remote Fitting
session over Oasisnxt

Attend Remote Fitting session
over EasyControl Connect app
Arrange
Remote Fitting
appointment

Communicate via

Audio

Video

Text

Fine-tune the client‘s
hearing aid

Visit bernafon.ca/professionals where you can find helpful information supporting you and
your client along the Remote Fitting journey:
Remote
Fitting
guide

EasyControl
Connect app
instructions
for use

User
checklist

Troubleshooting
and FAQs

Contact your local Bernafon representative today
for access to Bernafon Remote Fitting.

Established in 1946, Bernafon representatives and employees in over 70 countries have
worked ever since in the spirit and tradition of our founders to develop and market solutions
that help people with hearing difficulties. With leading technology, high performance products,
and outstanding support, we strive to deliver beyond expectations. Our Swiss values, together
with technological competence, passion, and true partnerships, help us fulfill our goal:
Together we empower people to hear and communicate better.
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SBO Hearing A/S
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Audmet Canada Ltd
1600 - 4950 Yonge St
Toronto, ON M2N 6K1
www.bernafon.ca

Bernafon Companies
Australia ∙ Canada ∙ China ∙ Denmark ∙ Finland ∙ France ∙ Germany ∙ Italy ∙ Japan ∙ Korea ∙ Netherlands ∙ New Zealand ∙ Poland ∙ South Africa ∙ Spain ∙
Sweden ∙ Switzerland ∙ Turkey ∙ UK ∙ USA

www.bernafon.ca

Bernafon is part of the Demant Group.
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For more information on our hearing instruments, visit our Bernafon website.

